About Us - Mission and Vision
SwapN> GO.org assumes that you understand the terms that we
will present below. In the same way we want users to feel comfortable with
the platform, for the moment we have the modality of Cripto-loyalty, Sbroker and SchangeMoney; The essence is that users feel that they
have control in their hands of the business. In the same way we will give
informative tips in the session News / Help to clarify doubts; The intention
is to help you ensure the final exchange.
Our business system is designed so that you in any part of the world
can access through our webApp, learn to interact with models and
markets of cryptocurrencies and propose offers that reach interested
people.
We respect your privacy, we are a non-profit organization, we
maintain the system through the contribution of the users who operate
and work using the platform. SwapN> GO.org makes only interested
people get involved in the business, that's why we protect your identity,
repudiate harassers, and spammers.

Move in to SwapN> GO.org
What is the benefit ? WE ARE NOT TO TRADE FORTRESS.
Publish all the offers you want during one (1) hour, make agreements and
business with the interested ones that consult you and contact your mail
without paying any commission to the project, build your personal network
of trust and change of currency with the people who make business.
It is a bit fast the publication process as well, as everything is
fluctuating the sales-purchase processes published on the board last
exactly one (1) hour. So it's a quick game, all your movements in the
micro-bag are saved so that you keep a record after one hour of emission
will be automatically deleted.

Terms of use of the service
The user accepting the terms and conditions that will be presented
to you, you will be responsible for the service module that you choose, it
applies to all the activities carried out by you within the system.
User:
1.- When logging in (the user) enters a system of supply and demand,
the prices are calculated using references, the value on the asset selected
is set by the user.
2.- The negotiations that this system may generate and its results are
the full responsibility of the users and not of the project, freeing us from
any duty in front of any agreement between users.
3.- SwapN> GO.org samples the referential value of the BTC / USD
MIOTA / USD LTC / USD TRX / USD XRP / USD price in the global
market; The value of the cryptocurrency as the final price is placed by the
users and not by the administrators of this project, in such a way that the
local economy of any country is not influenced with respect to the US
dollar.
4.- The user must enter the basic information required in the
registration form such as: Name, Surname, email, password, profile
picture, country, Exchange method; Please note that your user to perform
the login is the email, the image of you (profile) must be updated as it will
be used as a presentation card for your negotiations. We do not accept
erotic profile images or showing any type of nudity in the profiles.
5.- It is openly explicit that users who use the system for any other
activity other than making legitimate exchange offers - buying and selling
currencies are marked to block the account without prior notice. We do
not want to be involved in any illegal or illegitimate activity.

6.- The negotiations are hand in hand. The procedures that you want
to implement to confirm the data and monetary movements remain on
your side (users).

Negotiation time
1.- The time of its publication on the board is one (1) hour, you can
only make "3" publications on all the boards offered, after completing this
window of time and having new activity in the system, your previous offers
are eliminated and the user issuing retrieves his three (3) publications in
each one of the boards.

Premium
1.- If you are a premium customer, we can keep your offers for a
longer time on the board. The platform is supported 24/7.

Security
1.- Your password is encrypted by an algorithm and then stored in
the database.

How to Contact the Support team?
1.- If you have any questions contact us, we will be giving news in
the same way by the feedback@swapngo.org.

